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FIVE STAR SECURITY TRAINING
LANGUAGE LITERACY AND NUMERACY
SEMI-FORMAL TEST
In this section are several self-assessment questions that will assist us in
finding out more about you, therefore allowing us to better meet your personal
training needs. This exercise will also allow us to support you in areas you
may need assistance such as reading, writing, numeracy and communication.
You can use a calculator but you do not have to.

NAME
PHONE NUMBER
NAME OF THE COURSE YOU ARE UNDERTAKING.

1. Briefly explain your reasons for completing this qualification and how you
think this may help you in the future.

2. Write the correct spelling for the underlined word in the space provided.
Their were 50,000 people at the football game
Answer =
Harry eight his lunch at work.
Answer =
Harry could not find the adress.
Answer =
When Harry made his patrol he found it was father than he thought.
Answer =
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June has thirty daze
Answer =

3. Harry is a security guard working at the Anytown Shopping Centre. Harry
has to catch the train to the shopping centre for his shift which starts at
9.00 am.
The train ride will take 45 minutes and then Harry has a 10 minute walk from
the station to the shopping centre.
Below are the times of the trains in the morning. Circle the time of the train
that Harry would need to catch to get to work on time?

07.15 am

08.00 am

08.15 am

08.20 am

4. Harry’s weekly train ticket costs $30.20, if he gives the ticket officer two
$20.00 notes how much change will he get?
Answer =
5. Harry has to attend a burglar alarm activation; the alarm is at a factory 25
km from his current location. If Harry drives at 50 km per hour how long will
it take him to get to the factory?
Answer =
6. Harry works for 8 hours and received $19.00 per hour how much will he
earn?
Answer =

7. In your own words what does the sign on the right mean

